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INTRODUCTION 
For a semigroup S, it is known that 
is a congruence on S and that there exists a representation v of S by partial 
transformations of S such that ker v = 01. It is shown here that various known 
representations for special classes of regular semigroups are particular cases of y. 
Two right ideals A and B of a regular semigroup are defined to be equivalent 
if there exists an s-class preserving isomorphism 0 of the partial groupoid of 
idempotents of A onto that of B such that if e andf are idempotents of A and 
*ef = f, then (0e)f = Of. For a regular semigroup S the following characteriza- 
tion of the congruence 01 is obtained: (x, y) E 01 if and only if XS is equivalent to 
yS in the above sense and y = 5~ for some idempotent f in R, . Further 01 is 
found to be the greatest congruence on S contained in 
z-1 = ((x, y) E s x s: x 8y, i(x) = i(y)} 
where i(x) denotes the set of inverses of x. We also obtain a necessary and 
sufficient condition in order that rE may be a congruence on S. 
1. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
In general, notations used in this paper conform to those given in [2], [3] and 
[8]. Let S be a regular semigroup, XC S and x E S. We write 
E(X) =(eEX:e2 =e} 
and 
i(x; X) = (x’ E x: xx’x = x, x’xx’ = x’). 
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When X = S, we denote E(S) and i(x; S) by E and z(x) respectively. On E we 
define 
wT = {(e,f)EE x fife = e} 
02 ={(e,f)EE X E:ef =e} 
w = WV l-l wz, =r = (cd-) n (d-l, =z = (w”) n (co”)-1. 
It is clear that wr[wz] is a quasiorder, that is, a reflexive and transitive relation on 
E induced by the inclusion relation among the principal right [left] ideals. It can 
be seen that 
d n (w~)-~ = (d-l n ~0~ = IE 
where IE is the identity relation on E. 
When there might otherwise be an ambiguity, we shall denote the Green’s 
relations, congruences etc. on S by Z(S), U(S), rz(S) etc. In this paper left-right 
duals of definitions, statements etc. are, in general, taken for granted. 
For e E E, WC define 
d(e) = {e’ E E: e’&‘e}; 
J(e) and w(e) are defined analogously. 
LEMMA 1.1. G%wz e, f E E if f c wr(e)[f E ml(e)] then fe E E[ef E E] and 
f =Tfewe[f =l efwe]. 
Proof. If fwre, then by the definition of wr, ef = f, (fe)” = fe and thus 
fe E E. Also e(fe) = fe = (fe)e and h encefewe. Further(fe)f = f,f(fe) = feand 
so f =r fe. 
LEMMA 1.2. If e, f E E, then the set 
S(e, f) = {h E wz(e) n W’(f): ehf = ef} 
is non-empty. For aZZg E J(e) n w’(f) and h E S(e, f ), egw’eh and gfwlhf. 
Proof. Given a E i(ef) we set h = fue. Then 
h2 = (fue)(fue) = f(uefu)e = fue = h 
and so h E ml(e) n w’(f). Further, 
ehf = e(fue)f = (ef) u(ef) = ef 
and thus s(e, f) # 0. 
Now suppose that g E wz(e) n w’(f) and h E s(e, f). Then by Lemma 1.1, 
eh, hf, eg, gf are all in E. Since he = h and fg = g we have 
W(eg) = 4W(.M = (ehf )g = efg = eg. 
Consequently egw’eh. It can be similarly seen that gfwlhf. 
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The following corollaries are immediate 
COROLI.ARY 1.3. S(e,j) = i(ef E) n w’(e) n w’(f). 
COROLLARY 1.4. If e =r e’ and j =- r j ‘, then 
S(e, f) = S(e’, f’). 
Let S be a regular semigroup, x, y E S and choose e E II(&) and Jo ,!?(I?,). 
Then for all h E S(e, j) 
(xh)(hy) == xhy .Z x(ehj)y -: xejy = xy E R,, n L,,” 
(cf. [8, Theorem 21). It is clear from Corollary 1.4 that the set §(e,j) does not 
depend on the choice of e E E(L,) andjE E(R,). We, therefore, call S(e,j) the 
sandwich set of x and y and denote it by S(x, y). The above results are conse- 
quences of the fact that the set of idempotents E of a regular semigroup S is a 
biordered set (cf. [S]). 
An element x E S is said to translate an 9’-class L of S if p, ) L is a one-to-one 
%-class preserving map of L onto an 5?-class of S. 
We need the following lemmas. 
LEMMA 1.5. Let x E S and L be an Y-class of S. Then x translates L onto an 
Z’-class of S ;f and only ij for every e E E(R,) there exists e’ E E(L) such that 
e’de. 
Proof. First suppose that there exists e’ E E(L) such that e’wle. Then by 
Lemma1 .l, e’ =r e’e. Since e E R, and W a right congruence, e’e .% e’x. Thus 
e’ W e’.r and so for all u EL 
u L - ue’ W ue’x = us. 
By Green’s fundamental lemma the mapping u + ux is a bijection of I,, onto 
L* tZ2’ 
Conversely let .X translate L onto an Y-class L’ of 5’. Then L’ = Lx. Choose 
e; EE(L) and hEs(e;, e) where eEE(R,). Then e;.%?e;xWe;h 9 h. Since 
e; =r e;h and hw’e; we conclude that e; = e;h. 
LEMMA 1.6. Let x E S and L, , L, be two 9’-classes of S. Then s translates L, 
and L, to the same 3’-class of S if and only if for every e E E(R,) there exists a 
one-to-one correspondence 0 of the non-empty set u’(e) n E(L,) onto the non-empty 
set u’(e) n E(L,) such that jw all e, E w’(e) n E(L,), e, =+ e,B and e,e =-: (e,@e. 
Proof. Suppose that x translates L, and L, to the same .Y-class of S. Then 
any e E E(R,) also translates L, and L, to the same .!Z-class L of S. By Lemma 1 S, 
W’(e) n E(L,) -# a. Choose e’ E w?(e) n E(L& Then for any u EL,, ue = 
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u(e’e) EL n R, . Hence L, n R,,, = L, n R,, contains an idempotent. Defining 
e’e = e” where e” is the idempotent in L, n A,# we see that e’B =r e’wre and 
(e’@e E R,l, n L = R,, n L. Since e’e and (e’0)e are idempotents, we conclude 
that e’e = (e’0)e. Thus 0 defines a mapping of W’(e) n E(LJ into ml(e) n E(L,) 
and it is injective. If e, E &(e) n E(L,) we can similarly show that there exists 
e; E d(e) n E(L,) such that e, =c e; and e,e = eie. Consequently 0 is surjective. 
On the other hand, if there is a 0 satisfying the given conditions, then x 
translates L, and L, . Further for all e’ f~ wr(e) n E(L,), we have e’x = e’(ex) = 
(e’e)x = (e’f3e)x = e’ex. Thus 
L,x = L,,, = Lg& = L,x. 
2. REPRESENTATION BY PARTIAL TRANSFORMATIONS 
Representations of a semigroup S by partial transformations on the underlying 
set S are of interest. Vagner-Preston representation of inverse semigroups and its 
generalization by G. Lallement [6] (cf. Th eorem 2.1) are of this type. Here we 
show that several known representations (cf. [l, 11, 121) are particular cases of 
the representation due to G. Lallement. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let S be a semigroup and for x E S let 
T, =(uES:U~UX} and R- = P, I Tee 
Then we have the following: 
(a) T, is a left ideal of S and ;f S is regular, then for some e E E(R,) 
T, = U {L&f: e’w’e}. 
(b) ‘p: x --f P)CE is a representation of S in PFs . 
(c) ker v = Q. 
Proof. Let x E S and u E T, . Then u 9? ux and so for all s E S, su W sux. 
Hence su E T, and T, is a left ideal. Suppose now that S is regular. Since T, is 
a left ideal, u E T, implies L, C T, . T, being the set of those elements of S 
which x translates, it is the union of those dP-classes of S which x translates. 
The required equality now follows from Lemma 1.5. 
The rest is a consequence of [6, Chap. 11.11. 
An element x of a regular semigroup S is said to be right principal if for all 
f E E there exists x’ E i(x) such that fxx’f = fxx’. 
The following theorem asserts that the representation given in [l] is the same 
as P 
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THEOREM 2.2. Let S be a regular semigroup. An element x E S is right principal 
if and only if v2 is a one-to-one partial transformation of S. In particular if rI is 
the identity on S, then F is faithful. 
Proof. Suppose that u, v E T, and UT, = vv2 . Then ux = vx and so u g v. 
Since x is right principal, there exists x’ E i(x) such that for allg E E, gxx’g = gxx’. 
By Lemma 1.5, there is an f E E(L,) n wr(xx’) with the property that fxx’ = 
fxx’f = f. Again there exists f’ E E(LJ such that f ‘xx’f’ = f’. Hence 
u = uf = u(fxx’) = (ux)x’ = (vx)x’ = vf’(xx’) = v. 
To prove the “if” part notice that if e E E is right principal, then w?(e) = w(e). 
On the other hand if e satisfies this condition and f E E, then S(f, e) C J(f) n 
w(e). For h E S(f, e) 
fef = f (he)f = fhf = fh = fhe = fe. 
and so e is right principal. Now assume that for x E S, v2 is one-to-one. If 
f E E(R,J, then vI is a one-to-one idempotent partial transformation. For 
h E d’(f), fh = h and so CJJ~~J~ = qua . This implies that 
so that v’n~j = ph and consequently vhf = vh . But (II C 9’ and so hf 2’ h. By 
Lemma 1.1, hf =T h and thus hf = h; that is, h E w(f ). Hence f is right principal. 
Since every element in R, is also right principal, x is right principal. 
By Lemma 3.20 of [2], 01 C n2. Thus if n1 is identity on S, it follows from 
Theorem 2.1 (c) that v is faithful. 
The condition that rrl is the identity congruence on S is not necessary for v to 
be faithful. This is illustrated by the following example. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let P = (pAi: (h, i) E fl x 1) be a matrix over a group with zero, 
Go. Two columns [rows] 
are said to be proportional if there exists c E G such that for all X E /l [i E I], 
P,,~ = p&pui = cp,J. This in particular implies that p,j = 0 [p,,, = 0] if and 
only if pAi = 0 [pAi = 01. 
Let M = M(G; I, /l; P) be a completely simple semigroup such that no two 
columns are proportional. Then both or(M) an d =I are identity congruences on M. 
Let e, and e2 be two symbols not representing any element of M and fi , fi be 
s-equivalent idempotents in M. In 
5’ = {e, , e2} u M 
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define product by: 
and for u, v E S 
e1e2 = elel = e, , e2e1 = e2e2 = es 
fiV if u = ei , 
uv = Ufi if v = ei , 
product in M otherwise. 
Associativity can be easily checked. Thus S is a semigroup with two %classes 
M and (e, , ea}. Notice that {e, , e,} is also an g-class of S and so (ei , e,) E nr , 
Consequently 7rI is not the identity congruence on S. But iffr # f and f E E(Rjl) 
then 
fve, = fel = ffi = fi , 
Hence vfl # yG, so that v is faithful. 
fye, = ffz I E(M). 
A semigroup S is said to be Z[PZ]-unipotent (cf. [13]) if every 9[9]-class of S 
contains exactly one idempotent. In [12] an 9’[9?]-unipotent semigroup is called 
a right [left] inverse semigroup. It can be seen that this condition is equivalent to 
the one denoted by (LL)[(RR)] in [7] (cf. [12, Theorem 11). Alternatively, we can 
describe an 9[%]-unipotent semigroup S to be a regular semigroup satisfying 
the condition 09 _C &[J C 091 and this is equivalent to the condition that the 
sandwich matrix of the trace of each g-class of S is row [column] monomial 
(cf. [2, Sect. 3.61). 
COROLLARY 2.3. If S is an 9-unipotent semigroup, then y is a-faithful repre- 
sentation of S. 
Proof. It is routine to show, using the definition of 9’-unipotent semigroups, 
that r1 is the identity congruence on S. The required result follows from 
Theorem 2.2. 
From [7] we see that S is 9%unipotent if and only if every element of S is 
right principal. Hence it follows from Theorem 2.2 that v can be used to charac- 
terize g-unipotent semigroups in the following way: 
THEOREM 2.4. A regular semigroup S is W-z&potent ;f and only ;f v is a 
representation of S by one-to-one partial transformations. 
Let S be a regular semigroup and I the set of right principal elements of S. 
S is said to be weakly inverse if for all X, y E S 
(Wl) 
VW 
(W3) 
i(x;I) # 0; 
i(x;I) = i(y;I) * x = y and 
i(xy; I) C i( y; I) i(x; I). 
481/57/I-z 
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If SE(R,) is the left ideal generated by E(R,), t i is shown in [I 11 that the mapping 
+: x - 4Jz = P, I SE’(%) 
is a faithful representation of a weakly inverse semigroup Sin PYs . For arbitrary 
regular semigroup z,A need not be a homomorphism. We now show that $ is a 
representation if and only if I,!J = v. 
THEOREM 2.5. Let S be a regular semigroup. Then the following assertions are 
equivalent: 
(a) 4 is a representation of S in SYs 
(b) Ij e, je E and j&e, then there exists e’ E E(R,) such that jwe’. 
(c) For all 3; E S, SE(R,) = T, . 
Proof. (a) Q (b). Let e, f E E and jw’e. Then by Lemma 1.1, ef = f =‘fewe. 
Since I/ is a representation, u E SE(R,,) if and only if u E SE(R,) and ue E SE(R,). 
Since j = ej’, Jo SE(R,) = SE(R,,). Hence Jo SE(R,), so that for some 
e’ E E(R,), f E Se’; that is, jwre’. But f&e =r e’ and thus jwe’. 
(b) 5 (c). Let x E S and e E E(RJ. S ince SE(R,) and T, are left ideals and 
E(R,) C UT(e) C T, , we have SE(R,) _C T, . If u E T, , then x translates L, and 
so by Lemma 1.5, there exists Jo E(L,) such that jwre. Hence by (b), there 
exists e’ E E(R,) such that fwe’. That is, j E Se’ and so L, C Se’. Consequently 
SE(R,) = T, . 
(c) 3 (a). Clear. 
Remark. The class of regular semigroups satisfying condition (b) above is of 
interest. Besides weakly inverse semigroups, there are several other important 
classes of regular semigroups such as full transformation semigroups, com- 
pletely O-simple semigroups, g’-unipotent semigroups etc. satisfying (b). If S 
satisfies (WI), then it can be shown as in [9] that S is weakly inverse if and only if 
J/J is a faithful representation of S. This is equivalent to the assertion that when S 
satisfies (Wl) and (W2), (W3) is equivalent to (b). 
The semigroup S of Example 1 does not satisfy condition (b). 
Remark. Using the fact that an 5?-unipotent semigroup is orthodox, we can 
easily show that the condition given in Lemma 3 of [12] for Z-unipotent semi- 
groups is equivalent to the condition (b) above and hence the representation for 
64-unipotent semigroups given in Theorem 5 of [12] is the same as #. In this 
connection it may be noted that the condition Si(b) %(a) = Si(ab) in Theorem 5 
of [12] is a consequence of the second condition that is, Si(b)a’a C Si(b) which as 
observed earlier, is equivalent to (b). 
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3. EQUIVALENCE OF LEFT AND RIGHT IDEALS 
Two W-classes R and R’ of a regular semigroup are said to be quivalent (cf. [7, 
sect. 21) if there exists a one-to-one, 9-class preserving left translation h of R 
onto R’ that maps E(R) onto E(R’). We write X : R B R’ or simply R m R’. 
Equivalence of LJ?-classes is an equivalence relation on S/G?. It has been observed 
in [7] that if X : R * R’ and if f’ = Xf for f 6 E(R) then X ; R = /I,, / R. Since h 
and As, coincide on R (even if X f h,,), the equivalence of R and R’ is essentially 
unique. Note that two W-classes are equivalent if and only if the columns 
corresponding to them in the sandwich matrix of the trace of the g-class 
containing these 9-classes, are proportional. 
If X is a subset of a semigroup S, then X is a partial groupoid with respect to 
the product induced from S; that is, for 3c, y E X we define the product of ,w and y 
in X to be xy if xy E X and undefined otherwise. In what follows we regard E(X) 
as the partial groupoid defined above. 
An isomorphism of partial groupoids is a bijection 7 such that 7 and 7-l 
preserve the operations. 
We say that two right ideals A and B of a regular semigroup are equivalent, 
in symbols A w B, if there exists an Z-class preserving isomorphism 19 of 
E(A) onto E(B) such that for e,fE E(4),fw’e implies 8f = (0e)f. 
In what follows S denotes a regular semigroup and A, B etc. stand for right 
ideals of S. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Equivalence of right ideals is an equivalence relation on the 
set of all right ideals of a regular semigroup. 
Proof. Obviously the relation = is reflexive. If A m B, 19 is the isomorphism 
of E(A) onto E(B) satisfying the definition, and f ‘w’e’ for f ‘, e’ E E(B), then 
there exist e, f E E(A) such that e’ = 8e, f’ = Of. Then S(ef) = e’f’ = f’ = 8f 
and so ef = f. Hence (0e)f = Of = f ‘. Since Be =z e, we have f = ef = 
e(Oe)f = ef ‘; that is Q-lf’ = (&le’)f ‘. Hence m is symmetric. 
Now let A w B, B w C and let 0i and 6, denote isomorphisms of E(A) onto 
E(B) and E(B) onto E(C) respectively. If e, f E E(A) and fde, then 
(4e)(4f) = Uef) = 4f 
and so O~fw’~~e. Hence 
Therefore A m C. 
If t9 is an isomorphism of E(A) onto E(B), th en it can be seen (as in the above 
proof) that 0 preserves the relations wT, wz, w, =T and zz. If e, f E E(A), we can 
further see that @,(e, f)) = S(Be, Of). 
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PROPOSITION 3.2. A m B if and only if there exists an 2’-class preserving left 
translation ;\ of A onto B such that h 1 E(A) is an isomorphism of E(A) onto E(B). 
IfA m B, h has the following properties. 
(i) Foreveryu~A,X:R~~R,, 
(ii) If e, f E E(A) and fwTe, then fe = f (he) 
(iii) If A = fS for some f E E, then h j A = X,, 1 A where f’ = hf and h 
is injective on A. 
Proof. Suppose that A w B and let 0 be the isomorphism of E(A) onto 
E(B). For x E A and f E E(R,) define 
Ax = (6f)x. 
If f, f’ E E(R,), then Of =E f and (6f’)f = 6(f ‘f) = Of. Hence Of ‘x = 
(Of’)(fx) = ((0f’)f)x = (0f)x. Thus h is well-defined. Since x E RBf n L, , 
h is Z-class preserving. For f E E(A), hf = h(ff) = (0f)f = Of and so 
h 1 E(A) = 0. Let y E B, f’ E E(R,) and f be the unique member of E(A) such 
that Of = f ‘. Then, for x = fy, Ax = y. Since x E fS _C A, h maps A onto B. To 
show that h is a left translation, assume that x, y E A, f E E(R,) and k E E(R,,). 
Then Kw’f and hk = 6% = (Of )R. Hence 
~(XY) = (eqxy = (ef)hy = ((efjxjy = (A~)~. 
and X is a left translation. 
Conversely if h exists, then 0 = h / E(A) is an isomorphism of E(A) onto 
E(B). For e, f E E(A), fw’e implies that 
ef = hf = h(ef) = (xe)f = (0e)f 
and so A w B. 
Since A is a right ideal, for all e E E(A), eS C A. Choose e E E(A). If x E eS, 
then Ax = X(ex) = (he)x = heex and so h j eS = A,, 1 es. Further if u, v E eS and 
Au = hv, then (Oe)u = (&)v. Hence u = e((Be)u) = e((Oe)v) = v. Thus h is 
injective on eS and we have (iii). 
The above result also shows that X is injective on every &%class of S contained 
in A. Hence for u E A, X is a one-to-one, P-class preserving left translation of R, 
onto R,, that maps E(R,) onto E(R,,); that is, X : R, GZ R,, and this proves (i). 
To prove (ii), assume that ,fw’e; e, f E E(A). Then by Lemma 1.1 fe E E(R,). 
Since f =l hf, we have 
(f (he))2 = f ((Ae)f )(Xe) = f (hf )@e) = fxe; 
(he)fe = (hf)e = h(fe) = O(fe) = (ef>(ee> 
= (tie) f (ee) = (Xe) f (Xe). 
Consequently fe = e(xe)fe = e(Xe) f (/\e) = f (Xe). 
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When A m B, we call the left translation X of A onto B an equivalence of A 
onto B and write A: A m B. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. For x,y E S and f’ E E(R,) the following statements are 
equivalent: 
(a) 5, : XS = yS 
(b) h,? is a left translation of xS onto yS such that for all u E xS, + : R, GX 
R,f,U and for all h E E(xS), hf = hf’ where f E E(xS) is such that +f = f ‘. 
(4 &, is an 9-class preserving translation of xS onto yS such that 
h,, j xS n T, is an isomorphism onto yS n Ty. 
Proof. (a) implies (b) by Proposition 3.2. 
(b) * (c). It follows from(b) that A,< , is an 2-class preserving and idempotent 
preserving translation of xS onto yS. Then by Theorem 2.1(a), T, = T,, . 
Let fr E E(RJ and f~ w’(fi) be such that &f = f ‘. Then fw’fi and Ap,fiwrf ‘.
Therefore f ‘fiwTf’ and hence fi = ff ‘fidff’ or fidf. Thus fi =r f and this 
implies that the inverse of A,, is 5 . We need only assert that At< is a homo- 
morphism of xS n T, ontoyS n Ty. In this regard suppose that u, v E xS n T, . 
Since x translates u by Lemma 1.5 E(L,) n d(f) # 0. If h E E(L,) n d(f), 
then by (b), hf = hf’ and so 
(X,u)(X,v) = f ‘uf ‘v = f ‘(uhf ‘)v = f ‘(uhf )v = f ‘uv = +(uv). 
Since T, is a left ideal A,,u = f ‘u E T, and thus h,,u E yS n TV . 
(c) 3 (a). Statement (c) implies that E(xS) is isomorphic to E(yS) and since 
this isomorphism is the restriction of a left translation A,, to E(xS) we have 
xs -:y S. 
Let rC be the relation defined at the outset, VT~ its left-right dual and 
77 = {(x, y) E S X S : i(x) = i(y)}. 
THEOREM 3.4 [7, Theorem 21. For a regular semigroup S we have the 
following: 
(a) (x, y) E nZ o A, : R, m R, and y = fx for some [for all] f E E(,). 
(b) (x, y) E CT o l\f : R, = R, , pg : L, = L, for some [for all] f E E(R,), 
g E E(L,) andy = fxg. 
(4 nt , rr and rr are equivalence relations on S such that 
7rpTT = 7rV?7~ = 77 
Lemma 1.3 of [lo] can be deduced from Lemma 1.2 and the results stated~ 
above. We give below another characterization of orthodox semigroups. 
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COROLLARY 3.5. A regular semigroup S is orthodox ;f and only if =I C rz . 
Proof. Assume that S is orthodox and f =z f’ where f, f’ E E. Then + is 
a one-to-one p-class preserving left translations of R, onto R,, . Since S is 
orthodox, h,, maps E(R,) onto E(R,,). Hence by Theorem 3.4, (f, f ‘) E q . 
Now suppose that =I C nz and let e, f E E. Choose h E s(e, f). Then h zz eh 
and so by Theorem 3.4, X,,(hf) is an idempotent in R,, . Since by Lemma 1.2 
X,,(hf) = (eh)(hf) = ef, we have that ef E E. 
We denote by pC the greatest congruence contained in the equivalence relation 
p and by /3 the left-right dual of 01. 
THEOREM 3.6. Let 
01’ = {(x, y) E S x S, fey some f c E(R,), X, : xS w yS, y =fiz}. 
Then 01 = 01’ = v,C and @ = ,& C rC. 
Proof. We prove that 
01 c azC c Lx’ c a. 
By Lemma 3.20 of [2] we have 01 C rz and so 01 C rrzC. 
To prove the assertion that rr,C C 01’ suppose that (x, y) E v,C. Then (x, y) E rz; 
that is x 9 y and z(x) = i(y). Choose x’ E z(x) and let f = xx’, f’ = yx’. Then 
f’ E E(R,) and by Th eorem 3.4, y = f ‘x. It remains to show that h,, : xS = yS. 
Since f =r f’ for all u E fS = xS, u = fu 9 f ‘u = h,,u. Thus &I is an s-class 
preserving translation of xS onto yS. Further (x, y) E r,C implies that (XX’, yx’) = 
(f, f ‘) E rrzC. Thus for all u E xS, (u, f ‘u) = (fu, f ‘u) E n,C and so i(u) = i(h+). 
Now by Theorem 3.4 we have for some h’ E E(R,,,) that h,, : R, GZ R,,, and 
f ‘u = h’u. Consequently h,t 1 R, = hl,, 1 R, and h,, : R, w R+, . If hw% then 
(hf, hf ‘) E v,C and so hf =I hf ‘. But it follows from hY, : Rh w Rflh that 
f ‘h E E(LJ. Hence hf ‘hf = hf and hfhf’ = hf ‘. Thus hf =r hf’ and so hf = hf ‘. 
By Proposition 3.3 this implies that h,, : xS m yS. 
In order to prove the assertion 01’ 5 a, we need only show that (x, y) E 01’ 
implies yrn = yU (cf. Theorem 2.1). In this connection suppose thatf’ E E(R,) and 
f the idempotent in R, n L,, . Since h,, : R, m R, and y = f ‘x, we have by 
Theorem 3.4 that (x, y) E TQ . Further, since every Z-class of S that intersects 
w’(f) also intersects &(f’) and viceversa, T, = T,. If uE T,, then U.~?UX 
and so by Lemma 1.5, L, n w’(f) f 0. Thus for h rL, n cJ(f), we have by 
Proposition 3.3, hf = hf’ and so 
ux -= (uh)x = u(hx) = u(hf)x = uh(f’x) = uy. 
Consequently ve = ~~ . 
Since 01 and /3 are contained in nC, c@ and @a are contained in &’ provided 
they are congruences. This is true if and only if a/3 = &. To prove this, suppose 
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that (x,y) EC+. Th en there exists z E 5’ such that (x, z) E CL, (x, y) EP. If 
f E E(R,) and g E E(L,), then A, : xS m yS, ps : Sz w Sy and y = zg = fxg. 
Write z’ = xg. Since ps : L, = L, = L, , there exists an idempotent 
g’ EL, n R, . Hence z’ = xg E R, n L, . Since pg : Sx w Sy = Sz’, we have 
(x, z’) E 8. Similarly from A, : Z’S w yS and y = fxg = f..’ we obtain (x’, y) E a. 
Consequently (x, y) E @. In a similar manner we can prove the reverse inclusion. 
Hence the result. 
The concept of equivalence of right ideals can be used to obtain the following 
characterization of the congruence ker p, where p : x --f p2 denotes the regular 
representation of a regular semigroup (cf. [2, sect. 1.31). 
THEOREM 3.7. Given x, y E S, (x, y) E ker p if and only if the following 
conditions hold. 
(a) A,, : xS m yS and y = f ‘x for some f’ E E(R,) 
(b) For all u E xS and a E S, u 9 au * au = a(Qu). 
Proof. Suppose that (x, y) E ker p. Since ker p C 01, statement (a) follows from 
Theorem 3.6. 
To prove (b), notice that pz = py implies that ax = ay for all a E S. If 
u E xS, then for some z E S, u = xz and a(+) = a(f ‘u) = a(f ‘xz) = (af ‘x)z = 
ayz = axz = au for all a E S. 
Now to prove the converse, suppose that x and y satisfy conditions (a) and (b). 
It can be seen from (a) that R, n L,, contains an idempotent, say f. If e’ E E 
h E S(e’, f), then hw’f and so h EfS = xS. It follows from Proposition 3.3 that 
hf = hf ‘. Since h =I e’h, we have e’h = e’(f ‘h) = e’f’h and e’(f’h)f’ = 
(e’f’)(hf ‘) = (elf’)(hf) = e’hf = e’f. If h’ E s(e’, f ‘), then fh’ E J(e’) n w’(f). 
Therefore by Lemma 1.2fh’fw’hf. But h’ E w’(f’) and so hlf’ = h’f. Consequently 
h’f’ =I fh’f&hf. Further 
e’(f ‘h)f’ = (elf’)(hf ‘) = e’(h’f’)(hf) = e’h’f’ = elf’. 
Thus e’f = e’f ‘. Now let a E S and e’ E E(L,). Then 
ax = (ae’)(fx) = a(eIf)x = a(eIf’)x = (ae’)(f’x) = ay 
and so pz = pzl . 
PROPOSITION 3.8. Let S be a regular semigroup and S’ = S/cx[S’ = S/ker pj. 
Then a(S’ p(S’)] is the identity congruence on 5”. 
Proof. We first prove the statement for the congruence (Y. In view of 
Theorem 3.6, it suffices to show that any two equivalent principal right ideals of 
S’ are equal. Letj’,jc E(S’), j’ =“j and A,- :JS’ M j’s’. Now 01 _C 9 and if OI* 
denotes the canonical homomorphism of S onto S’, then for any j’~ E(S’) we 
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have JCL*-’ C E. Thus if f& = f, f ‘a* = J’ and hdf, then f =l f ‘, hwrj and 
(f’h)ol* = f ‘cu*har* = j’h E E(S’). H ence Aft is an g-class preserving and idem- 
potent preserving translation off S onto f ‘S. Since X,-p is an equivalence, for all 
h E d(f) we have by Proposition 3.3, that ha*fa* = ha*f ‘a*. Thus hf =z hf ‘. 
But (hf )(hf ‘) = hf’ and so (hf, hf ‘) E wz n (w’)-i = IE . It follows that A,, is an 
equivalence of fS onto f’s and by Theorem 3.6 (f, f’) E 01. Consequently 
f = j’ and JS’ = YS’. 
To prove the statement in the bracket, suppose that f, 7 E S’ = S/ker p. We 
have to show that pf = pr implies x = 7. Since S’ is isomorphic to the semigroup 
of all principal right translations of S, given x E S we may choose 5 = pz . Then 
Pa = Py+PBPs = PZPY for all z E S, 
+ Pzr = Pzv for all .a E S, 
e uxx = uxy for all u, 2 E S, 
z- xx = xy for all z E S, 
-+-Px = P?J i.e., X = 9. 
Remark. The requirement that S is regular in the above proposition cannot 
be weakened in the case of ker p. For, given a semigroup S there exists a semi- 
group S’ such that S’lker p(S’) is isomorphic to S (cf. [S, Chapter 7.11). The 
authors do not know whether this holds for 01 also. 
4. REGULAR SEMIGROUPS ON WHICH rz Is A CONGRUENCE 
THEOREM 4.1. Let S be a regular semigroup. Then each of the following 
conditions is equivalent to the statement that rl is a congruence on S. 
(a) For all e E E, eel = en-$ .
(b) For e, f E E, (e, f) E GT~ + (aec, aft) E rI for all a, c E S. 
(c) ~,(S/CX) is the identity congruence on S/N. 
Proof. (a) If nz is a congruence, then by Theorem 3.6, 01 = rrl and (a) 
follows. On the other hand, assume that (a) holds. If (x, y) E rz and x’ E i(x), 
then x’x = ~‘y and (XX’, ye’) E “I . So by (a) (XX’, yx’) E Q! and further (x, yx’x) = 
((X+X, (yx’)~) E 0~. But yx’x = yx’y = y and so (x, y) E 01. Thus OL = 7r8 .
(b) It follows from the definition of rrlC (cf. [3, sect. 10.11) that for e, f E E 
(b) is equivalent to 
(e,f) E =Z - (e,f) E 4. 
But by Theorem 3.6, 01 = ?rJ’ and therefore (b) is equivalent to (a). 
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(c) Let s’ = S/ LY and x, y E S. Let 01* denote the canonical homomorphism 
of S onto s’. We claim that 
If (x, y) E rrr(S), then for all Jo E(R,) by Theorem 3.4, h, : R, w R, and 
y = jx. Notice that for J = ja *, hf is an g-class preserving map of R,,, onto 
%a* . Further x01* Z’yol* and y01* = jxa*. To prove that hf : R,,, w R,* we 
need obtain that for FE E(R,,,),jc = X,S is an idempotent in R,,, . By [IO, 
Lemma 3.21 there exists e, E E such that eiol* = .@. Let h E s(e, , x). Since 
qeP*, X,X*) = S(Z, z), by Corollary 1.3, we have h = her* = P and so h =z e, . 
But (e,x)ol* = XC? and thus x 9 e,x. Since by Lemma 1.2, 
e,x = (e,h)(hx) E R,,, = R, , e,x E RG1 n L, 
and so LOI n R, contains an idempotent, say e. Then eel* 99 x01* 99 E, 
eel* Y eioI* = B and hence eel* = Z. Since e E E(R,), je = h,e is an idempotent 
in R, and thus jc is an idempotent in R,,, . 
To prove the reverse implication assume that (x(Y*, yo1*) E rr(S’). Then by 
[4, Result 31, x 9 y. If x’ E i(x), then x’x is an idempotent in L, r\ R,, = 
L, n R,, . Since x01* E i(ya*), (yx’)a* is an idempotent in E(Rg,*). For all e E E, 
since ea: C E, we conclude that yx’ is an idempotent. This implies that x’y EL, n 
R,l . Further, since (x’y)a* = (X’X)CL* we notice that x’y is an idempotent in the 
Z-class of x’x; that is, x’y = x’x. Hence yx’y = yx’x = y, x’yx’ = x’xx’ = x’ 
and consequently x’ E i(y). We have by symmetry that i(x) = i(y) and thus 
(x, Y) E dS)* 
If al(S) is a congruence on S by Theorem 3.6, 01 = nr(S). If (XOL*, yor*) E rl(S’), 
then (x, y) E; al(S) and so XCL* = yo1*. Conversely assume that r,(S) is the 
identity congruence on S’ and that (x, y) E n,(S). Then (xol*, y01*) E z-~(S’) and 
so xcY.* = yol *; that is, (x, y) E 01. Thus 01 = rl(S). 
Remark. Analogous to (b) above, we can prove by similar methods that n is a 
congruence on a regular semigroup if and only if S satisfies the following 
condition. For e, Jo E 
(e, j) E i-r 0 (aec, ujc) E 37 
for all a, c E S. 
Many important subclasses of the class of regular semigroups satisfy the 
condition that rr is a congruence. For example we have the following result. 
COROLLARY 4.2. Iju regular semigroup S satis$es the conditions of Theorem 2.5, 
then q is a congruence on S. 
Proof Let e, jE E and (e, j) E n1 . Since e =l j and 9 is a right congruence, 
we see that /\I is an Y-class preserving map of eS onto jS. If e’wre, then by 
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Theorem 2.1, e’ E T, and by Theorem 2.5, T, = SE(R,). So there exists 
e, E E(R,) such that e’we,. By Theorem 3.4, X, : R, w R, and hencef, = Xfe, = fe, 
is an idempotent in E(Rj). Consequently e’&jr . Now by Lemma 1.1, hfe’ = 
fe’ = (fe,)e’ =fre’ is an idempotent in fS. Thus h, is idempotent preserving. 
Further e’e = (e%)e = e’(fie) = e’f and so by Proposition 3.3, /\I : eS m fS. 
It follows by Theorem 3.6 that (e, f) E CY and hence by Theorem 4.1 (a), 01 = rTTz . 
Remark. The converse of the Corollary above is not true. For, there exits 
regular semigroups which do not satisfy conditions of Theorem 2.5 but have VQ 
as a congruence. Consider the band B = {e, f, g, h} with product defined by: 
ee = e, fe = g = ge, he = h, 
ef = ff = gf = hf = f, 
eg =fg =gg = hg =g, 
eh =fh =gh = hh = h. 
Associativity can be checked easily. Here T, = B, Be = (e, g, h) and so T, # 
Be = BE(R,). But r1 is the identity congruence on B. 
Another class of semigroups for which the condition 01= rz holds is determined 
by the following result. 
COROLLARY 4.3. Let S be an orthodox semigroup. Then q is a congruence on S 
if and only if =l is a congruence on the band E. 
Proof. Since by Corollary 3.5, =l = 7~~ n (E x E), =z is a congruence on E 
provided nr is a congruence on S. Suppose now that ,a is a congruence on the 
band E and e =z f. Then by Corollary 3.5, (e, f) E riT1 . X, is clearly an s-class 
preserving and idempotent preserving map of eS onto fS. If e’ E eS, then 
e’e =z elf But (e’e)(elf) = e’(ee’)f = e’f. S o e ‘f wre’e and consequently e’f = e’e. 
This shows that h, : eS = fS and by Theorem 3.6, (e, f) E CL. It follows from 
Theorem 4.1 that 01 = or . 
An orthodox semigroup S such that =r is a congruence on E is called a 
generalized Z-unipotent semigroup (cf. [13]). It is well known (cf. [4]) that a 
regular semigroup S is orthodox if and only if r is the least inverse congruence 
on S. We now see that a one sided analogue of this result characterizes generalized 
Z-unipotent semigroups. 
Suppose that S is an arbitrary regular semigroup. If uz denotes the congruence 
on S generated by =I, then Slur is a Z’-unipotent semigroup; that is, (TV is a 
dtP-unipotent congruence on S. Since any 9-unipotent congruence should 
naturally contain =I, oL is also the least congruence on S with this property. 
But r1 C or and so if S is orthodox, by Corollary 3.5 or must be the congruence 
generated by r1 . Thus any regular semigroup S is a generalized 9’-unipotent 
semigroup if and only if mr is the least dP-unipotent congruence on S. 
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